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Marketing playbook
Belief Agency
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Belief

Purpose

Values

We believe the truth is enough.

Our purpose is to prove true stories work.

Character is who you are when no one is looking. We strive to be a team of high moral character that does 
the right thing regardless of who’s watching—and we will support and accept any consequences that are the 
result of one of us doing the right thing. 

Courage is overcoming fear and having the ability to do something that frightens you. At Belief Agency, we 
respect all but fear none. It is this courage that pushes us to tell the truth, to ask for help, to deal with 
confrontation, and to take on the things that frighten us. 

Compassion runs deeper than empathy; it’s the willingness to co-suffer—when one part of the body hurts, 
the whole body is in pain. Compassion means we mourn together, feel together, and exist together in grief or 
hardship with no person left behind to sit alone in their own suffering. 

BRAND STORY
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Manifesto

If you're not selling the truth, what are you selling?

In 2012, we set out on a mission to prove that the truth is enough—that you can tell the truth and still 
make money.

In an advertising industry with a reputation for being dishonest and manipulative, our goal isn't to create 
conviction or manufacture meaning—it's to uncover what already exists and make it known. In an industry 
focused on quick gains at the expense of the long-term, we're focused on building long-term value for our 
clients and their customers, because only through the lens of truth can you build trust, and only once you have 
trust can you create a long-term relationship. And in an industry obsessed with results at any cost, we work by 
a different creed: that good marketing is telling the truth. The result? Brands with conviction, built to weather 
the storms. 

Our goal is to help our clients uncover their true differentiation—the beliefs and values that drive their 
actions—then communicate them in a clear and compelling way to the marketplace. No hype. No lies. No 
manipulation. Just true stories, told in ways that connect our clients to customers who share their conviction. 

BRAND STORY
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The Corporate Client’s goal is to 
successfully scale their business 
without disrupting anything. Their 
obstacles include organizational 
pain, a lack of focus, and a desire 
to maintain their brand.

Hero profile

The Corporate Client has seen success, and their focus now is on how to accelerate growth in their business 
without hurting it in the process. They’re looking to successfully scale the company without disrupting their 
processes, culture, product offerings, and everything in between. As they grow, they feel accomplished, 
excited, and a sense of ownership over their ability to move their business forward in a monumental way.

As the Corporate Client works toward continuous growth, they may begin to feel some organizational pain 
within their team—whether it’s cultural misalignment, internal politics, or a simple case of miscommunication. 
Alongside that, the Corporate Client struggles with having a clear focus and communicating that with all the 
moving parts of their organization. And even when they reach internal alignment, they find themselves in a 
difficult position when they go to communicate their growing and changing brand to their existing customers.

When the Corporate Client is met with a detailed road map for growth—one that includes a plan to address 
internal politics and disseminate changes both internally and externally—they feel relief, alignment, and 
readiness to take on the next chapter of their business.

THE CORPORATE CLIENT
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Hero/obstacle/goal
THE CORPORATE CLIENT

Hero
The Corporate Client 

Key message
We can help your scaling 
company stay focused and 
communicate your growth 
plans—without losing sight of 
the truth that makes your 
brand unique. 

Obstacle
“Scaling our brand without 
impacting staff morale has 
proven difficult.”

Message 
We know feeling supported by 
your employer is paramount in 
times of change. That’s why we’ll 
help you launch a company-wide 
newsletter, weekly all-hands 
meeting, and monthly 
departmental AMAs to keep 
employees in the loop on growth 
initiatives—and empowered to 
share their ideas on how to build 
a better company, too. 

Goal
To successfully scale their 
business with the least 
disruption possible

Obstacle
“We have too many ideas and 
cooks in the kitchen when it 
comes to growth 
planning—there’s no focus.”

Message
Without alignment and focus, 
there is no progress toward 
goals. Our updated growth road 
map and executive 
communications plans will keep 
everyone on the same 
page—and prevent confusion 
about who’s in charge of what, 
what’s coming down the 
pipeline, and when changes will 
be communicated to employees 
and customers. 

Obstacle 
“We want to grow, but we’re 
afraid of losing the heart of our 
brand.”

Message
When you know who you are, 
you know what to do. Through 
the Belief Process, you’ll uncover 
the truth behind—and foundation 
beneath—your organization. 
You’ll discover ways to infuse 
your belief throughout everything 
you do, so you brand stays true 
to itself no matter what changes 
lie ahead.
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Q1 2022
Build brand value story 
and focus on internal culture 

Q2 2022
Launch brand value story campaign 
and build Hero 1 content

Q3 2022
Launch Hero 1 campaign + 
build Hero 2 Content

Q4 2022
Launch Hero 2 campaign + plan for 2023

Goal: Communicate belief and manifesto for internal 
alignment and develop brand story to roll out externally.

Goal: Re-establish Company A as an authority in the Z 
community for influencing positive change. 

Goal: Show and increase awareness of how we help 
businesses grow.

Goal: TBD based on learnings from prior quarters

Build Company A brand campaign 
Apply suggestions from brand audit and update 
brand guidelines

Develop brand value story and create messaging 
matrix for campaign

Plan/execute creative and media placement

Develop new landing page

Digital foundation
Create Google Search Console account

Identify and create micro and macro goals in 
analytics

Keyword research/strategy for site and campaigns

Internal culture
Leadership to remember brand question 
and promise

Communicate belief, purpose, values, and 
manifesto to internal team

Identify areas internally that may need to be 
addressed prior to launch of campaign

Develop new swag/charged object to give to 
internal team as a reminder of belief

Launch brand value story campaign

Build content for Hero 1
Build hero-specific landing page that explains the 
value props re: how we remove obstacles and 
help them save time
● Create product video 
● Build custom segment email list and email 

campaign
● Repurpose blogs from website and use for 

retargeting and follow-up email series
● Design Hero 1 ads and develop digital 

media plan

Continue digital updates
Update audience segments in Google analytics
Update title tags, headings and copy on website 
pages based on focus keywords

Growth experiments
Implement monthly team meetup (virtual or 
in-person) to share updates, recognize team 
members, and showcase work done for clients

Evaluate progress, align on Q3 plan
What’s working and what’s not?

Evaluate brand value story campaign
Measurement: imp, website visits (org/direct), 
About Us page visits, determined goal 
completions

Launch the Hero 1 Campaign

Build content for Hero 2
Build hero-specific landing page that explains 
how their company can grow with minimal 
disruption through our service software
● Conduct research with existing customers to 

build case studies
● Add staff bios and new contact form
● Develop a Q&A series (blog, video content, etc) 

Align efforts in company roadmap
Is there anything new coming up, or changes to 
be aware of?

Evaluate progress, align on Q4 plan
What’s working and what’s not?

Continue digital updates

Growth experiments
Develop and publish more content—video 
and blog

Evaluate the Hero 1 Campaign
Measurement: clicks, page views, time on-site, 
video views, email open, CTR, and determined 
goal completions

Launch the Hero 2 campaign 

Review 2022 goals//results and plan for 2023
What’s working and what’s not?

2022 Marketing Map
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A content matrix helps you plan 
content and messaging while 
ensuring you are speaking to each 
of your audiences. You can use 
this framework to create content 
for any type of content 
calendar—blogs, videos, social, 
etc. We typically use it for 
long-form “pillar” content, but you 
can also use it for general 
messaging and as a central point 
for campaigns.

THE CORPORATE CLIENT

Content matrix

The Corporate 
Client

Knowledge Inspiration Action

Organizational pain Scaling Your Brand? 
Here’s What Customers 
Want to Know 

How This Corporation 
Grew by 500 Employees 
in One Year—With No 
Turnover

5 Strategies for 
Communicating Company 
Changes to Employees

Lack of focus Clarity Over Creativity: Why 
Straightforward 
Decision-Making Matters in 
Periods of Growth

One Thing at a Time: 
How This Tech Giant 
Created a Successful 
New Line of Business in Six 
Months

Focus on What Matters: 
How to Create a Growth 
Plan with Confidence

Maintaining 
the brand

How Your Belief Shapes 
Your Brand—Even (And 
Especially) in Times of 
Stress

Why This Executive Carries 
Out Company Traditions 
Year Over Year

How to Use Your Corporate 
Narrative to Preserve Your 
Brand Through Company 
Growth
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BUSINESS CARDS
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“THE STACK”
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PATCHES


